
Product name Type number GTIN 40.06508.

Melitta® Calibra® 1027-01 SST BK 22156.1

Calibra®
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•  Modern design 
The Calibra® also sets standards in terms of looks. With many high-quality stainless steel elements and a modern 
design it‘s a real eye-catcher.

•  Easy to clean 
The coffee bean and ground coffee collection containers as well as the grinder ring are removable, making them 
very easy to clean. A cleaning brush is also included.

• Dimension (W x H x D): 120 x 374 x 227 mm

• 160  watts

FURTHER product details



Removable bean container

Capacity up to 375 g

39 variable grind settings

We recommend:  
• For espresso level 1–5,  
• For filter coffee level 6–26  
• For a cafetière level 27–39

Stainless steel housing

High-quality stainless steel 
elements

Display (LCD)

Choice of three 
Grind programmes:  
• Weight 
• Cup 
• Manual

Removable coffee container

Capacity up to 200 g  

Integrated digital scale

To grind exactly to the gramme

Variable use

Direct grinding 
into a coffee filter 
or porta filter possible

Ground coffee 
outlet with silicone ring

For regulated 
dispensing of ground 
coffee

Steel cone grinder

 Melitta® Calibra®

Precision for  
a perfect aroma

Perfect taste and full-bodied flavour are particularly important to coffee lovers. Both are, without a doubt, 
best achieved by using freshly ground coffee. Any connoisseur should therefore have a coffee grinder in their 
household.

Quality, precision and individual preferences have recently become more important when it comes 
to making coffee. Consequently, consumers are becoming more and more interested in high-quality 
appliances. This inspired us to develop the Melitta® Calibra® – an electric coffee grinder that features a 
special range of functions, high-quality materials and a modern design.

The Calibra® has a practical angled operating panel which allows you to choose between three grinding 
programs: if you want to keep things simple, you can use automatic grinding for the number of cups you 
want. If you know exactly how much coffee tastes best, you can select the function for grinding precise gram 
quantities. Alternatively you can also control the amount of coffee being ground manually by using the 
grinding duration.

Highlights

39 variable grind settings for making all types of coffee
39 variable grind settings from coarse to fine for making your favourite coffee. Whether 
espresso, filter coffee or coffee from a cafetière - with the Calibra you always get perfect 
freshly ground coffee.

Steel cone grinder 
The heart of the Calibra® is a high-precision, durable steel cone grinder.

Integrated digital scale for grinding accurately to the gramme 
An innovative highlight of the Calibra® is the integrated digital scale that can grind 
accurately to the gramme for making all types of coffee.  

User-friendly operating panel with display 
The inclined operating panel with LCD display means it is easy to select from the various 
grind options.

Variable use 
Thanks to the integrated tare button with zero setting feature, you can grind the exact 
amount of coffee you need whatever your coffee is held in - such as a 1x4® coffee filter or a 
porta filter.

PROFESSIONAL 
CONICAL BURR 

GRINDER

Removable bean container 
The removable bean container has a capacity of up to 375 g of coffee beans.

Removable coffee container 
The coffee collection container has a capacity of up to 200 g and is removable.


